Fair Share. Fair Shake.
P.O. Box 525, Venice, California 90294
fbv@fightbackvenice.org

January 21, 2019
Via Email (johnny.le@lacity.org)
Mr. Johnny Le
City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning
221 North Figueroa Street, Suite 1350
Los Angeles, California 90012
Re: Reese Davidson Community, ENV-2018-6667-EIR
Dear Mr. Le:
We write in reference to the Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) for the so-called Reese
Davidson Community (ENV-2018-6667-EIR) that private developers Hollywood
Community Housing Corporation (“HCHC”) and Venice Community Housing Corporation
(“VCHC”) have proposed – in cooperation with Eric Owen Moss Architects and at the
behest of Councilman Bonin – for the approximately 2.65-acre parcel on the median
bordered by Pacific Avenue on the West, Dell Avenue in the East, North Venice Boulevard
to the North and South Venice Boulevard to the South (the “Venice Median”).
If constructed, the Reese Davidson Community will consume approximately 40 lots at the
very gateway to Venice Beach and the Venice Boardwalk, with 140 residential units in
addition to a 4-story parking structure, a 5-story parking structure and nearly 10,000 square
feet of social service, community, “social enterprise” and restaurant space a block off the
beach and immediately adjacent to the historic Venice Canals.
In our view, it is imperative that the EIR for the Reese Davidson Community be as
exhaustive as possible for a variety of reasons, including the fact that the Venice Median
obviously has special significance to the Venice residents and visitors alike (by virtue of its
size, location, geological characteristics, current functions and history) and as proposed, the
Reese Davidson Community would be the largest and most complex development in the
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modern history of Venice both from a construction standpoint and from an operational
standpoint. Indeed, as the name indicates, the Reese Davidson Community is not a mere
housing project, but rather an entire community smack-dab in the middle of an existing
community already beset by myriad challenges, ranging from paralyzing traffic congestion
and grossly inadequate infrastructure to crime, an elevated rate of events requiring
deployment of emergency services, a disproportionately large unhoused population, and
convulsive influxes of visitors on a weekly basis.
Moreover, it is an empirical reality that the expansion of resources for unhoused persons in a
given area typically draws additional unhoused persons from other areas, especially in
communities like Venice that have already been branded as homeless hubs and that are
bordered, as we are, by communities with less accommodating policies with respect to
unhoused persons.
And, finally, the developers and their architects are seeking a variety of radical concessions,
including:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

exemption from all requirements under the California Environmental Quality Act
(“CEQA”) and other applicable authority as to “aesthetic character, shade and
shadow, light and glare, [] scenic vistas [and] any other aesthetic impact”;
amendments to the Venice Community Plan and the Venice Coastal Zone Specific
Plan converting the Venice Median from “open space” zoning to “commercial”
zoning and stripping all references to “open space” on the Venice Median from the
Venice Community Plan;
an 60% increase of applicable height limits from 22’ to 35’ on the south side of the
project facing the historic Venice Canals;
a doubling of applicable height limits to 67’ (including an 8’ roof access structure) –
and complete elimination of any setbacks – for the “cantilevered architectural
campanile” (a.k.a. “bell tower”) on the northwest corner of the property where North
Venice Boulevard intersects Pacific Avenue;
elimination of the varied roofline requirement;
elimination of incremental setback requirements for roofs in excess of 30’; and
further reduction of substandard sidewalks and roadways on Dell Avenue, Pacific
Avenue and Venice Boulevard.

As a general rule, any project built in Venice should comply with applicable Plans and
regulations. The City’s practice of granting variances, amending the Venice Community
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Plan and Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan, or changing design-related requirements to
benefit individual projects should be stopped.
Indeed, we note that Councilman Bonin’s April 13, 2016 City Council motion directing the
Los Angeles Department of Transportation to issue a Request for Qualifications/Proposals
for development of the Venice Median site (“RFQ/P”) expressly requires that “any project …
be consistent with the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan”:
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The corresponding report issued by the Transportation Committee on May 11, 2016 similarly
states that “any project” on the Venice Median must be “consistent with Venice Coastal Zone
Specific Plan”:

And the RFQ/P itself states that “[d]evelopments must comply with the Venice Specific
Plan”:
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It light of these facts is hard to comprehend why the City is even considering this project as
proposed.
In any event, any EIR that does not fully take the many unique characteristics of the Venice
Median – and the many problematic aspects of the Reese Davidson Community itself – into
account would obviously spell disaster for Venice on a variety of dimensions. And,
unfortunately, we have good reason to fear not only that the EIR will not be prepared
properly, but that it will be abbreviated, massaged and otherwise engineered to streamline
approval of the Reese Davidson Community without proper input from the community or
competent consideration of impacts, alternatives and mitigation strategies.
For example:
•

As part of a broader effort to strip power from taxpayers and promote oversized
housing projects (which includes the notorious – and, in our view, unlawful –
Permanent Supportive Housing (“PSH”) Ordinance), the Los Angeles Housing and
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Community Investment Department (“HCIDLA”) has already written a letter to the
Department of City Planning, dated July 12, 2018, calling for the “expeditious[]”
approval of the Reese Davidson Community despite its immense size and complexity;
•

VCHC gutted the Venice Local Coastal Specific Plan in connection the
unprecedented 720 Rose Avenue Project, without bothering to perform an EIR at all;

•

The brief December 18, 2018-January 21, 2019, Notice of Preparation (NOP)
comment period on the scope of the EIR for the Reese Davidson Community expires
on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day (a national holiday) and was timed to overlap the
Christmas and New Year’s holidays, when most rank-and-file Venice residents are
properly focusing on their families and enjoying a well-deserved break at the end of a
long year of hard work; and

•

The Department of City Planning application form expressly calls for supporting
signatures from “adjoining or neighboring property owners” and review by the
applicable Neighborhood Council, but HCHC/VCHC did not bother with either of
those steps.
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We further note that Councilman Bonin has broken the promise he made in February 2017
that any proposal for the Venice Median project would be reviewed by the Land Use and
Planning Committee (“LUPC”) and the Board of the Venice Neighborhood Council before
starting “the City planning approval process” (Venice Update, February 26, 2017 (quoting
Councilman Bonin as saying: “[The] proposal must be reviewed by the Land Use and
Planning Committee of the Venice Neighborhood Council, the full Venice Neighborhood
Council, and then the City planning approval process and likely the California Coastal
Commission.”)), and, even worse, it appears that the Councilman Bonin and the developers
are scheming to avoid review by the Coastal Commission. As set forth above, the RFQ/P,
expressly states that “approval from the California Coastal Commission will [] be required”
for the project. In February 2017, however Councilman Bonin stated that review by the
Coastal Commission was merely “likely” (), and just two months later, he passed a motion
allocating nearly $250,000 from the Venice Specific Fund to accelerate certification of the
Venice Local Costal Program, which would give the City of Los Angeles the authority to
issue Coastal Development Permits in Venice without prior approval from the Coastal
Commission and subject only to discretionary appeal under a lopsided standard that
decidedly favors developers.

Moreover, the developers and the City have been inordinately secretive since the beginning
of this process, to the point of refusing to disclose the materials submitted to the City in
response to the RFQ/P, despite repeated requests from stakeholders like us and despite wellfounded community concerns regarding the disposition of the iconic Venice Median. Our
organization, Fight Back, Venice! recently posted the plans and application materials for the
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Reese Davidson Community online in their entirety, but neither VCHC – nor their bosses at
HCHC – have yet done so, and we see no indication that any serious consideration has been
given to the concerns and suggestions raised by Venice residents during the strategically
anemic “community outreach” phase.
In short, the Reese Davidson Community has the potential to turn Venice on its head for
rank-and-file residents, while significantly compromising beach access and the beach
experience for residents and visitors, alike, yet it has been a black box marked by bullying
and obfuscation from its inception. As set forth below, the EIR must pull the curtain back all
the way back on this project to have legitimacy in the eyes of the people who live here and to
provide Venice stakeholders – of all stripes – with a fair and meaningful opportunity to
manage its impacts.
Our views on specific topics requiring comprehensive analysis are set forth below.
Comments on the Issues Addressed in the Initial Study
1. Aesthetics: “[V]isual resources, aesthetic character, shade and shadow, light and
glare, and scenic vistas” and any other aesthetic impact as defined in the City’s
CEQA Threshold Guide should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight
as to CEQA findings, CEQA analysis and CEQA mitigation measures.
The December 18, 2018 Initial Study prepared by Eyestone Environmental for the
Reese Davidson Community Project (“Initial Study”) states that the Venice Median is
an “infill site” in a Transit Priority Area (“TPA”) under Public Resources Code
(PRC) Section 21099, and that City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning
Zoning Information File (ZI) File ZI No. 2452 provides that “visual resources,
aesthetic character, shade and shadow, light and glare, and scenic vistas or any other
aesthetic impact as defined in the City’s CEQA Threshold Guide shall not be
considered an impact for infill projects within TPAs pursuant to CEQA.”
Consequently, the Initial Study states, “the Project’s potential effects regarding
aesthetics would be included in the Draft EIR for informational purposes only and not
for determining whether the Project would result in significant impacts to the
environment” and “nothing in the aesthetic impact discussion in th[e] Initial Study
shall trigger the need for any CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, or CEQA mitigation
measures.” (Initial Study at B-1 through B-2.)
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In our view, the Section 21099 does not apply here because the Venice Median does
not sit in a legitimate TPA and the vast majority of the lots compromising the project
site do not constitute “infill sites.” Moreover, the Venice Median comprises nearly 3acres directly in the heart of Venice, straddling the northernmost extremity of Grand
Canal, directly adjacent to the historic Venice Canals, a mere block off the sand, at
the very gateway to Venice Beach / Venice Boardwalk – the second most trafficked
tourist draws in Los Angeles and one of the most famous destinations in the entire
world.
Moreover, while it may be true that PRC Section 21099(d)(1) imposes limitations on
the analysis of aesthetic impact impacts for transit-oriented infill projects in certain
instances, , as stated in (PRC) Section 21099(d)(2), those limitations are not absolute:
Chapter 2.7: Modernization of Transportation Analysis for
Transit-Oriented Infill Projects
§ 21099.
(d) (1) Aesthetic and parking impacts of a residential, mixed-use
residential, or employment center project on an infill site within a transit
priority area shall not be considered significant impacts on the
environment.
(2)

(A) This subdivision does not affect, change, or modify the
authority of a lead agency to consider aesthetic impacts pursuant
to local design review ordinances or other discretionary powers
provided by other laws or policies.
(B) For the purposes of this subdivision, aesthetic impacts do not
include impacts on historical or cultural resources.

As explained by the City’s own guidance:1
Visual resources, aesthetic character, shade and shadow, light and glare,
and scenic vistas or any other aesthetic impact as defined in the City’s
See City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning Zoning Information File ZI No. 2452 – Transit Priority
Areas (TPAs)/Exemptions to Aesthetics and Parking Within TPAs Pursuant to CEQA, available at:
http://zimas.lacity.org/documents/zoneinfo/ZI2452.pdf
1
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CEQA Threshold Guide shall not be considered an impact for infill
projects within TPAs (shown in the attached map) pursuant to CEQA.
However, this law did not limit the ability of the City to regulate, or
study aesthetic related impacts pursuant to other land use regulations
found in the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), or the City’s
General Plan, including specific plans. For example, DCP staff would
still need to address a project’s shade and shadow impacts if it is
expressly required in a specific plan, Community Design Overlays
(CDOs), or Historic Preservation Overlay Zones (HPOZs).
In other words, design standards in the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan, the Venice
Community Plan and the Venice Local Coastal Program would still apply.
Further, we note that the new zoning designation sought for the Reese Davidson
Community in connection with the proposed conversion from “open space” to
“commercial” – [Q]C2-1 L – has aesthetic dimensions. The [Q] designation provides
design standards / urban design regulations for projects in the zone to ensure that
development is compatible with surrounding properties and the neighborhood; to
ensure consistency with the objectives of the General Plan; and to prevent or mitigate
potential adverse environmental effects of a de facto zone change.
Therefore, the CEQA requirement analysis of aesthetic impacts and for mitigation
measures any such impacts most definitely applies to this project in full. “[V]isual
resources, aesthetic character, shade and shadow, light and glare, and scenic vistas”
and any other aesthetic impact as defined in the City’s CEQA Threshold Guide – or
other applicable authority – should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight as
to CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, or CEQA mitigation measures.
2. Air Quality: Items III.a.-d., as identified on page B-7 of the Initial Study, as well
as Item III.e. relating to odors, should be evaluated exhaustively and given full
weight in connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA
mitigation measures.
The Initial Study correctly recognizes that the Reese Davidson Community has the
potential to have a significant impact on many aspects of air quality, and all of the
issues identified in Items III.a.-d. on page B-7 of the Initial Study should be addressed
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in the EIR and given full weight as to CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, or CEQA
mitigation measures.
The Initial Study is incorrect, however, in assuming as to Item III.e., that the
Community will “not create significant odors affecting a substantial number of
people.”
As an initial matter, the application provides no information on the type or number of
“Special Events” that will be held at the Community.
It should go without saying that it is impossible for the City to draw conclusions as to
“odors” generated by a project as large and multi-faceted as the Reese Davidson
Community until complete information as to the nature and frequency of potential
“special events” has been provided.
Similarly, the application for the Reese Davidson Community calls for unspecified
retail and restaurant operations, and VCHC has publicly stated that it also intends to
have community kitchen facilities on site. Given the sprawling dimensions of the
proposed complex, such uses must be investigated further – and understood
completely – before any determinations as to odors can be competently made.
Moreover, increasing the number of parking spaces and replacing ground-level
parking with two vertical parking structures with constrained serpentine flow and
limited access and egress points that require passing under residential structures on
the perimeter is likely to result in significantly increased emissions from queuing
vehicles on Venice Boulevard and within the dual parking structures themselves.
In addition, there is an established history in Venice of encampments and car
dwelling around large facilities – such as St. Joseph’s Center – serving unhoused
persons. Councilman Bonin and VCHC itself have actively opposed funding
programs to clean encampments in Venice (in favor of expanding services to
encampments); the City has elected not to enforce ordinances relating to sidewalk
encampments and vehicle dwelling in Venice; and as a matter of settled law, units at
the Reese Davidson Community cannot reserve units for unhoused persons currently
located in Venice or even give Venice homeless priority in the selection process.
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Indeed, in all probability, very few residents of the Reese Davidson Community will
come from the streets of Venice.
We note, in particular, that the Initial Study predicates its findings as to odors in part
on the assumption that “construction and operation of the Project would comply with
SCAQMD Rule 402, which states that a person shall not discharge whatsoever such
quantities of air contaminants or other material which cause injury, detriment,
nuisance, or annoyance to any considerable number of persons or to the public, or
which endanger the comfort, repose, health or safety of any such persons or the
public, or which cause, or have a natural tendency to cause, injury or damage to
business or property.” It is an empirical fact, however, that improper discharge of
offensive, dangerous and odorous materials – including human waste and byproducts
from the production of methamphetamine – occurs in connection with street
encampments and car dwelling throughout Venice, with the tacit approval of Mayor
Garcetti, City Attorney Michael Feuer and, of course, Councilman Bonin. Odors
associated with a high concentration of sidewalk encampments and car dwelling
around the Reese Davidson Community must therefore be part of the EIR for the
Reese Davidson Community.
Finally, the application for the Reese Davidson Community indicates that
construction will take place over a four-year period from 2020 to 2023, and in all
probability, it will take much longer, particularly since the Venice Median is a
liquefaction site, with a very high water table and narrow haul routes that are
increasingly clogged by residents, beachgoers and commuters domiciled in Marina
del Rey (which is currently experiencing the largest residential, retail and commercial
building boom in its entire history). (See RFQ/P stating that “[t]here is a high water
table at the site that may present challenges for construction.) Venice is one of the
most densely populated communities in Los Angeles – particularly in the area
surrounding the Venice Median – and Venice Beach is among the most heavily
trafficked tourist destinations in California. The prospect of exposing so many people
to construction-related odors for such a long period of time obviously raises concerns
that merit thorough analysis and fool-proof mitigation strategies.
3. Biological Resources: Items IV.a.-f., as identified on page B-10 of the Initial
Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in connection with
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CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures, with
particular attention to the impact of the Reese Davidson Community on the
historic Venice Canals.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts on biological resources. We agree that all of the issues identified
in Items IV.a-f. on page B-10 of the Initial Study should be addressed in the EIR and
given full weight in evaluating the application for the Reese Davidson Community.
In particular, we note that the protection of the existing aquatic environment is
paramount for the Venice Canals. The proposed project imperils that protection by
removing the Venice Canals Maintenance Lot, which serves the 375 canal residential
lots and the Grand Canal extension between North Venice Boulevard and South
Venice Boulevard.
The Maintenance Lot is located next to the Grand Canal at 200 North Venice Blvd.,
Parcel 5, Block 12 Lot FR1, APN 4238024908. For twenty five years the canal
environment has been maintained by Mariposa Landscaping of Irwindale, CA.
through their LA City Contract. Mariposa provides the services that enhances and
maintains the environment of the canals such as general trash removal and twice a
week changing of 20 trash barrels, trimming and replacing three miles of Atriplex
barrier plants, seasonal algae removal, and five days per week canal cleaning with a
catamaran. A critical City of Los Angeles and California Coastal Commission
concern is a health water system for the fish and wildlife and recreational uses and
that depends upon the tidal gates at Washington Boulevard which Mariposa operates.
The Plan to remove the lot also adversely affects public access to the Grand Canal
concrete boat launching ramp, LAMC 63.50. This ramp is a major concern of the
California Coastal Commission (which Councilman Bonin is apparently scheming to
circumvent).
We also note with the concern the adverse impacts that dewatering the problematic
Venice Median building site will have for the Venice Canals ecosystem (as well as
use and enjoyment of the Venice Canals during what promises to be a protracted
building period).
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4. Cultural Resources: Items V.a.-d., as identified on page B-13 of the Initial Study,
should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in connection with CEQA
findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts on cultural resources. We agree that all of the issues identified in
items V.a-d. on page B-13 of the Initial Study should be addressed in the EIR and
given full weight in connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA
mitigation measures, with particular emphasis on the impact that the addition of such
a large, diverse and experimental community could have on the historic Venice
Canals and access to, enjoyment of, and preservation / enhancement of the Grand
Canal Bridge.
The Venice Canals has deep recognition by being listed on the National Register of
Historic Places as “The Venice Canals Historic District,” No. 82002193, and the City
of Los Angeles Cultural Historic Monument No. 270 and HistoricPlacesLA as
“Venice Canal System.”
The Federal designation is for “Community/Recreational Planning.” The current
zoning is an expression of this historic designation as contained in the LA City
Planning and Zoning Code for the Venice Canals, Sec. 12.08.5 - RW1 Residential
Waterways Zone, Ordinance. No 138,095. Eff. 4/19/69 and the Venice Specific Plan,
Ord. No. 175,693, Eff. Jan 19, 2004. Section 10, E. Venice Canals. The proposed
project straddles Grand Canal extending north between North and South Venice
Boulevard. The proposed project’s size and new use is in conflict with that original
designation and current character of the immediate surrounding community.
Further, as noted above, the Reese Davidson Community appears to eliminate the
Maintenance Lot for the Venice Canals, even though it will almost certainly result in
significantly increased boating activity on the canals. Similarly, given its size and
broad range of uses (social services, community, retail, restaurants and special
events), the Reese Davidson Community is likely to significantly increase foot traffic
on the substandard walkways in the Venice Canals. And the application for the Reese
Davidson Community apparently calls for partially dismantling the Grand Canal
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Bridge and limiting it to foot traffic (despite its historic function as a platform for
motorized transport), while significantly curbing public access and occluding public
view.
The Venice Canals – including the Grand Canal Bridge – are true historic treasures.
The City of Los Angeles has already destroyed the vast majority of the canal system
(and attendant features) for which Venice is named and first gained worldwide
notoriety. What little remains today must be assiduously protected.
5. Geology and Soils: Items VI.a.i.-a.iii. and Items VI.c.-d. as identified on page B15 through B-16 of the Initial Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given
full weight in connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA
mitigation measures. Further, the impact of the Reese Davidson Community on
Venice’s ability to address leakage from the Venice Canals and cope with
tsunami hazards and sea level rise should also be included in the “Geology and
Soils” analysis, to the extent such topics are not fully addressed in other sections
of the EIR, and the project’s impact on the sewer system also merits close
scrutiny.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts on geology and soils. We share the view that all of the issues
identified in items VI.a-d. on pages B-15 through B-16 of the Initial Study should be
addressed in the EIR and given full weight in evaluating the application for the
Comunity.
Further, we understand that the Venice Canals have been experiencing significant
leakage for an extended period of time without proper remediation, and that the City,
Coastal Commission and other authorities are of the view that sea level rise and
tsunami hazards pose significant threats to the Venice Median and surrounding area.
Indeed, Councilman Bonin has publicly stated that he believes much of Venice –
including, presumably, the Venice Median (which is among the lowest lying points in
Venice) – will be underwater in less than 50 years:
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Moreover, as noted above, nearly $250,000 have been expended from the Venice
Specific Fund to develop a Venice Local Coastal Program focusing primarily on
“managed retreat” from sea level rise.
We further understand from government engineers that the elimination of open space
and construction of a large development on the Venice Median could amplify the
impact of a tsunami and other flooding events on surrounding structures due to
deflection and other such phenomena, while significantly impeding escape and
evacuation.
Further, we understand that the antiquated sewage system in Venice is already near
capacity and, in fact, sometimes overflows onto streets. Indeed, a new sewage main
is apparently being installed for the “temporary” Bridge Housing facility at the Metro
6 lot on Main Street. The impact of the Reese Davidson Community on the existing
sewage system and the feasibility / likely impact of whatever supplemental systems
may be required should therefore be addressed thoroughly in the EIR.
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Further, ZIMAS indicates that some or all of the 40 or so lots being coopted for the
site involve risks associated with methane gas and/or the Santa Monica earthquake
fault. All such risks must be addressed in the EIR.
6. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Items VII.a.-b. as identified on pages B-19 through
B-20 of the Initial Study should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight
in connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation
measures.
The Initial Study finds that the Community could have a variety of significant
impacts in connection with greenhouse gas emissions. We share the view that all of
the issues identified in items VIII.a-b. on pages B-19-20 of the Initial Study should be
addressed in the EIR and given full weight in evaluating the Application for the Reese
Davidson Community.
And, again, we note that it appears impossible to reconcile the development of an
entire community a block off the beach on the Venice Median with: (i) the investment
of nearly $250,000 in a Venice Local Coastal Program focusing on sea level rise; (ii)
the City’s official “managed retreat” policy for sea level rise (which expressly calls
for surrendering – as opposed to protecting – imperiled properties); or (iii)
Councilperson Bonin’s public predictions that Venice will be underwater in 50 years
(even under the most favorable “greenhouse gas” scenario). The apparent conflict
between a multi-million dollar investment of public money in the Reese Davidson
Community and City policies in connection with the consequences of greenhouse gas
emissions (including, without limitation, sea level rise) must be examined – and
explained to confused Venice residents – in full as part of the EIR.
7. Hazards and Hazardous Materials: Items VIII.b., d. and g. as identified on
pages B-19 through B-20 of the Initial Study, should be evaluated exhaustively
and given full weight in preparing the EIR and evaluating the application for the
Community.
The Initial Study finds that the Community could have a variety of significant
impacts in connection with hazards and hazardous materials. We share the view that
the issues identified in items VIII.b., d. and g. on page B-21 of the Initial Study
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should be addressed in the EIR and given full weight in evaluating the application for
the Community.
We note, in particular, that analysis is especially important with respect to Item III.g.,
addressing impacts with respect to emergency response plans and emergency
evacuation plans, since the Reese Davidson Community is likely to place significant
additional pressures on the Venice Boulevard corridor (Venice’s primary rescue and
escape artery), while also increasing the size of populations at risk in the event of an
accident or disaster.
And again we note the ZIMAS indicates that there dangers relating to methane gas on
the proposed building site.
8. Hydrology and Water Quality: Items IX.a.-f. and IX.j. as identified on pages B19 through B-20 of the Initial Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given
full weight in connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA
mitigation measures, as should Items IX.g.-i., pertaining to flood risk.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts in connection with hydrology and water quality. We share the
view that the issues identified in items IX.a.-f. and j. on pages B-24 through B-25 of
the Initial Study should be thoroughly addressed in the EIR and given full weight in
connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
We do not agree, however, that the flood risks identified in Items IX.g.-i. on page B25 of the Initial Study can be ignored, particularly since the Venice Median sits
squarely in a designated tsunami zone and flood hazard maps have been extensively
revised in recent years in light of climate change and sea level rise. New mapping
reflects increased flood risk at the site, and as noted above, Councilperson Bonin
himself has publicly stated that he expects much of Venice – including particularly
low-lying areas such as the Venice Median – to be underwater in just a few decades.
Plus, in connection with development of the Venice Local Coastal Program,
government engineers have expressly called out the fact that a large development on
the Venice Median would amplify the impact of flooding on surrounding areas –
including the historic Venice Canals – by impeding, deflecting or otherwise
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redirecting flood waters. Thus, all aspects of flood risk – including flood risk arising
from sea level rise, tsunami inundation, and earthquakes couple with liquefaction and
high water tables – must be exhaustively evaluated in connection with the Reese
Davidson Community, including, without limitation, the issues identified in Items
IX.g.-i. of the Initial Study.
9. Land Use and Planning: Items X.b.-c., as identified on page B-28 of the Initial
Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in preparing the
EIR and evaluating the application for the Reese Davidson Community.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts in connection with land use and planning. We share the view that
the issues identified in items X.b.-c. on page B-28 of the Initial Study should be
thoroughly addressed in the EIR and given full weight in connection with CEQA
findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
We are particularly concerned about various conflicts with the applicable general
plan, specific plan and local coastal program, in addition to the request to rezone the
Venice Median from “open space” to “commercial” and to strike all references to
“open space” in connection with the Venice Median from the Venice Community
Plan. Venice has a documented deficit as to open space, and Councilperson Bonin
campaigned on express promises that he would preserve open space, put an end to
spot rezoning and require that new developments be consistent with the surrounding
community. In fact, he is opposing a by-right development with affordable housing a
few blocks from his home in Mar Vista on the grounds that it is too big and that it is
inconsistent with the neighborhood.
Moreover, it appears that concessions, exemptions and variances developers are
seeking as to height, setbacks, the width of adjacent sidewalks / roadways, uses and
such could have significant adverse effects on safety and quality of life for Venice
residents by creating foreseeable issues in connection with congestion, air movement,
shading, delivery of emergency services and escape routes – to say nothing of
aesthetics on one of the largest and most prominent lots in all of Los Angeles.
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10. Noise: Items XII.a.-d., as identified on pages B-30 through B-31 of the Initial
Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in connection with
CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts in connection with noise. We share the view that the issues
identified in items XII.a.-d. on pages B-30 through B-31 of the Initial Study should be
thoroughly addressed in the EIR and given full weight in connection with CEQA
findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
Needless to say, analysis of noise impacts requires accurate information as to the
number of residents and the frequency, size and nature of special events at the Reese
Davidson Community, which has been expressly omitted from the application.
Consideration must also be given to the sidewalk encampments and car dwelling that
will likely come with the Reese Davidson Community, in light of past experience in
Venice, VCHC’s established opposition to cleaning and / or policing encampments,
and the City’s policy of permitting – and even encouraging – sidewalk encampments
and car dwelling in Venice. Venice’s experience with St. Joseph’s Center on Rose
Avenue is a highly relevant benchmark that should obviously be incorporated into
this analysis.
Particular attention should also be paid to noise associated with dewatering the
Venice Median during the construction phase, as well as the noise associated with any
dewatering operations that may be required on an occasional, periodic or continuing
basis after construction of one or more phases of the project is complete.
11. Population and Housing: Item XIII.a, as identified on page B-33 of the Initial
Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in connection with
CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
The Initial Study essentially rejects the possibility that the Community will “[i]nduce
substantial population growth in [the] area.”
To the contrary, there is abundant evidence that expanding resources for unhoused
persons in one location attracts significant numbers of unhoused persons from other
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locations, particularly in places like Venice that are known as homeless hubs and
flanked by communities that have less permissive policies with respect to unhoused
persons. In fact, relevant data indicates that 95% or more of unhoused persons in
Venice come from elsewhere and that the unhoused population in Venice has grown
by approximately 1,000 people since Councilperson Bonin took office and began
expanding the delivery of homeless services in Venice in 2013. Of particular note, the
homeless population in Venice grew by more than 30% (the fastest rate of increase
anywhere in the City) the year after Councilperson Bonin rolled out his so-called
“Homelessness Plan for Venice,” while actually declining in the rest of his council
district. Indeed, Venice’s unhoused population has grown so rapidly and become so
large as a result of Councilman Bonin’s policy of concentrating homeless resources in
Venice that last year the Homeless Committee of the Venice Neighborhood Council
floated motions to provide a reservation system for sidewalk space and provide
financial incentives to allow housed residents to provide living space to unhoused
persons in their driveways and backyards. This well-documented “magnet effect” is
one of the primary reasons City officially repudiated the “containment policy”
(concentrating resources for unhoused persons in certain locations) and called for
even distribution of homeless housing and services throughout the City.
Moreover, the Reese Davidson Community would do virtually nothing to offset this
foreseeable growth in Venice’s unhoused population because only 68 of its 140
housing units are for formerly unhoused persons and, as a matter of federal law,
unhoused persons who currently reside in Venice cannot be given priority in the
resident selection process.
Furthermore, data indicates that growth in unhoused populations has more negative
impacts to communities (in connection with crime, public health issues, quality of life
and the costs of delivering services), than growth in housed populations. For
example, Councilperson Bonin has allocated tens of thousands of dollars from the
Venice Specific Fund to pay for homeless services in Venice; studies show a
correlation between large unhoused populations and crime; and the budget for the
Venice Business Improvement District (which is paid for with supplemental property
taxes) is approximately ten times the budget for the Pacific Palisades Business
Improvement District due primarily to costs associated with Venice’s numerous and
sizeable sidewalk encampments.
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Thus, there is no basis for excluding population growth from the EIR for the Reese
Davidson Community. Indeed, it should be a primary area of focus.
12. Public Services: Items XIV.a.-e., as identified on page B-35 of the Initial Study,
should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in connection with CEQA
findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts in connection with public services, including fire protection,
police protection, schools, parks and other public facilities. We share the view that
the issues identified in items XIV.a.-e. on page B-35 of the Initial Study should be
thoroughly addressed in the EIR and given full weight in evaluating the application
for the Community.
We note, in particular, that Coeur d’Alene Elementary School is already at capacity
(resulting in overflow placements at Westminster Elementary School) and that the
Reese Davidson Community is in close proximity to the Venice Library, and within
less than 500 feet of both Centennial Park and Linnie Canal Park, even though the
application to City Planning states that it is not within 500 feet of parks or any other
“sensitive uses.” We further note that any impact on the delivery of police, fire or
other emergency services along the crucial – and congested – Venice Boulevard
corridor must also take into consideration to additional traffic arising from extensive
new development in Marina del Rey.
13. Recreation: Items XV.a.-b. as identified on page B-37 of the Initial Study, should
be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in connection with CEQA
findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts in connection with recreation. We share the view that the issues
identified in items XV.a.-b. on page B-37 of the Initial Study should be thoroughly
addressed in the EIR and given full weight in evaluating the application for the
Community.
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Again, Reese Davidson Community is within 500 feet of both Centennial Park and
Linnie Canal Park, and immediately adjacent to the Venice Canals at the very
gateway to Venice Beach and the Venice Boardwalk. We further note that the plans
for the Reese Davidson Community appear to eliminate the maintenance lot, as well
as the public boat launch, for the Venice Canals.
14. Transportation and Traffic: Items XVI.a.-b. and XVI.f., as identified on page B38 of the Initial Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in
connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation
measures, as should Items XVI.d.-e., pertaining to design-related hazards and
emergency access, as identified on page B-38 of the Initial Study.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts in connection with transportation and traffic. We share the view
that the issues identified in items XVI.a.-b. and XVI.f. on page B-38 of the Initial
Study should be thoroughly addressed in the EIR and given full weight CEQA
findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
The Initial Study, however, does not properly address hazards relating to the design
of the Reese Davidson Community (Item XVI.d.) or adverse impacts in connection
with emergency access (Item XVI.e.)
As proposed, the Reese Davidson Community appears to call for further reducing
substandard sidewalks and roadways on Venice Boulevard, Pacific Avenue and Dell
Avenue, and altering corners at Venice Boulevard and Pacific Avenue. Moreover,
the minimal setbacks called for in the plans could further impair visibility and
maneuverability for pedestrians and operators of automobiles, scooters and bicycles –
and other vehicles in the modern transportation mix – around the Reese Davidson
Community. For example, the application seeks to eliminate the setback entirely in
connection with the 67-foot bell tower at the northwest corner of the Community at
Venice Boulevard and Pacific Avenue, and the bell tower actually appears to extend
across the sidewalk (potentially impairing visibility) at higher elevations. In addition,
there appears to be significant risk that delays associated with parking structure
access and egress could significantly compound traffic delays along the Venice
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Median corridor, particularly when traffic arising from new development in Marina
del Rey, beachgoers and tourists is taken into account.
We also note that, inasmuch as it further narrows and encroaches upon streets and
sidewalks that are already too narrow, the plan for the Reese Davidson Community is
starkly at odds with contemporary best practices in urban planning, which call
emphatically for expanding sidewalks and configuring streets to provide for safe and
ample lanes for alternative vehicles such as bikes and scooters. This is particularly
important in and around the Venice Median, of course, given the high density of
pedestrian traffic and the increased use of scooters and bicycles near the beach.
Indeed, the Reese Davidson Community itself provides for scores of bicycle parking
spaces.
The project must also be evaluated in the context of transportation and parking
technologies and strategies that exist (or are foreseeable) but have not yet been
deployed in Venice, including, for example, surface rail systems, subterranean tunnels
(including hyperloops), self-driving cars, hoover-craft and high density vehicle
storage systems. We note, in particular, that, as proposed, the Reese Davidson
Corridor obstructs the Venice Right of Way and consumes the vast majority of the
Venice Median, such that the Venice Median could never be used as a hub / terminal
for a progressive transportation system (such as a modern version of Venice’s
legendary Trolley car system) engineered to enhance beach access for residents of
inland communities while relieving pressure on Venice residents.
Given all these factors, plus the frequency with which emergency vehicles are
deployed in Venice and the fact that many drivers, pedestrians, scooters and cyclists
near the beach are visitors unfamiliar with the roadways, hazards arising from design
features and potential impairment of emergency access plainly require exhaustive
review in the EIR, in addition to the transportation and traffic issues identified in
Items XVI.a.-b. and XVI.f. in the Initial Study.
15. Tribal Cultural Resources: Items XVII.a.i.-ii., as identified on pages B-40
through B-41 of the Initial Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given
full weight in connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA
mitigation measures.
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The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts in connection with tribal cultural resources. We share the view
that the issues identified in items XVII.a.i.-ii. on pages B-40 through B-41 of the
Initial Study should be thoroughly addressed in the EIR and given full weight in
evaluating the application for the Community.
16. Utilities and Service Systems: Items XVIII.a.-e., as identified on page B-42 of the
Initial Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in
connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation
measures.
The Initial Study finds that the Reese Davidson Community could have a variety of
significant impacts in connection with utilities and service systems. We share the
view that the issues identified in items XVIII.a.-e. as identified on page B-42 of the
Initial Study should be evaluated exhaustively and given full weight in connection
with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA mitigation measures.
We note, in particular, that the Venice’s sewage system is already at capacity, such
that it sometimes backs up onto streets. And we further note that even a moderate
rainstorm can be sufficient to knock power – and even traffic lights – for extended
periods of time.
17. Mandatory Findings of Significance: Items XIX.a.-c., as identified on pages B-48
through B-49 of the Initial Study, should be evaluated exhaustively and given
full weight in connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA
mitigation measures, with a particular emphasis on the cumulative impact other
developments – including other oversized residential developments - in Venice
servicing unhoused persons.
Special attention must be paid to the effect that dewatering the Venice Median will
have on habitats and wildlife in the adjacent Venice Canals, which are home to
numerous species, including sea slugs that cannot easily move or otherwise adapt to
changing conditions.
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As to cumulative impacts, there are currently at least six major projects for
undomiciled persons in the pipeline for Venice, including the Reese Davidson
Community (140 units – including 68 permanent supportive housing units – on
approximately 2.65 acres); the Thatcher Yard Project (98 units on approximately 2
acres); Bridge Housing at the Metro 6 Lot (154 beds on approximately 3.15 acres);
the 102 Navy Street Project (14 units funded, in part, by the City of Santa Monica);
720 Rose Avenue Apartments (34 units in a four-story, 40’ building on a double lot);
and the Westminster Navigation Center (lockers, showers and counseling for
undomiciled persons across the street from Westminster Elementary School and two
nursery schools). And Councilman Bonin has called for development of yet another
permanent supportive housing project at 12901 Venice Boulevard, directly across the
street from Venice High School and 100 feet from the Venice border.
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In addition, Venice already has nearly 850 affordable and supportive housing units in
approximately two dozen buildings as follows:
LOCATION
3401 S. Via Dolce
151 Ocean Front Walk
915 7th Ave.
529-39 Santa Clara Ave.
655-657 Westminster, Venice
1 North Venice Blvd.
610 6th Ave.
353 Rennie Ave.
1408 Linden
664 Brooks Ave.
517 Indiana Ave.

919 5th Ave.
1002 5th Ave.
410-420 Indiana
673 Santa Clara Ave.
534 Indiana Ave.
509 Sunset
645 Indiana Ave.
233-237 4th Ave.
15 Horizon Av
12525 Washington Place
610 California Ave

UNITS
204
202
20
20
10
50
20
9
10
20
12
20
20
18
18
12
12
12
25
20
30
50

This is a pronounced overconcentration of affordable and permanent supportive
housing in the three-square-mile Venice footprint. Indeed, at present, there is only
one Prop HHH project planned for Council District 11 outside of Venice (along a
commercial corridor near Olympic Boulevard), and data from the California Tax
Credit Allocation Committee (“CTCAC”)2 shows, by way of illustration, that, as of
CTCAC is responsible for allocating federal low income housing tax credits (“LIHTC”) and
is the source used by KPCC in its analysis of the distribution of low income housing in Los
Angeles for Rina Palta’s August 30, 2017 piece “How Affordable Housing in LA Reinforces
Economic Segregation” (http://www.scpr.org/news/2017/08/30/75123/affordablehousing-in-la-reinforces-economic-segre/).
2
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2017, all 430 units of affordable housing in Council District 11 that were subsidized
with federal tax credits were within three miles of one another at or south of Venice’s
northern border Rose Avenue, creating an affordable housing corridor anchored in
Venice and extending east to the 405:

Indeed, according to the CTCAC, approximately 3,800 units of affordable housing
were owned and/or managed by entities based in Brentwood (90049) or Pacific
Palisades (90272) as of 2017, yet there was not a single unit of affordable housing
financed by federal tax credits in either Brentwood or Pacific Palisades.
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Moreover, street encampments and car dwelling have increased markedly in Venice
over the past five years, due to variety of factors including: the expansion of services
to street encampments and persons living in vehicles in Venice; Propositions 47 and
57; City policy against the enforcement of LAMC 46.11 in Venice; City policy
against citing undomiciled persons in Venice for drug use, property crimes and even
acts of violence; implementation of LAMC 85.02, legalizing car dwelling in much of
Venice (and lax enforcement of provisions in LAMC 85.02 limiting car dwelling in
certain areas); lax policies with respect to camping, drug use, alcohol consumption
and violence on the beach; the introduction of a pilot for 24-hour bathroom facilities
to support encampments on the beach and Ocean Front Walk (including a
corresponding carve out from the Venice Beach Curfew); increases in housing costs;
court decisions pertaining to unhousing persons; the so-called Jones Settlement; the
deliberate branding of Venice as a homeless hub; the failure to offer comparable
services for unhoused persons in other communities outside of Venice; and highprofile efforts on the part of elected officials – including Mayor Garcetti and
Councilman Bonin – to stigmatize as NIMBYs and bigots Venice residents who
question their policies with respect to homelessness or raise concerns about their
impact on Venice.
Furthermore, Councilman Bonin is creating an Enhanced Infrastructure Financing
District (“EFID”) – which uses incremental property taxes to service bonds – specific
to Venice to fund the future development of yet more homeless housing in Venice
and uses from the Venice Specific Fund to pay for homeless services – again,
exclusively in Venice – while voting against funds for encampment clean up here.
Plus, VCHC has stated that it is seeking to build at least one more housing project in
Venice (in addition to the three it already has in the pipeline); a massive housing
project – where VCHC has called for 100% PSH units – will ultimately replace
Bridge Housing on the MTA Lot; and there is every reason to believe that preferences
for permanent supportive and affordable housing, under the PSH Ordinance and other
state and local laws, could well crowd out market rate development in Venice for the
foreseeable future.
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The City Council has officially rejected the policy of “containment” – finding that it
is bad both for unhoused persons and host community – and adopted a “fair share”
policy requiring homeless housing units to be distributed evenly throughout the City:

Thus, the cumulative effects of the Reese Davidson Community in connection with
past, present and probable future projects serving unhoused persons merits particular
scrutiny and weight in connection with CEQA findings, CEQA analysis, and CEQA
mitigation measures. And this analysis should be performed in the context of the
City’s official “fair share” policy, expressly rejecting containment and calling for the
even distribution of homeless resources Citywide.
We further note that it is now clear that funds from Prop HHH and Measure H are not
nearly sufficient to build and maintain homeless housing on the scale that the City
promised. Indeed, the Los Angeles Times has projected a $270 million shortfall in
county funding for homeless services, despite Measure H
(https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-homeless-housing-gaps-20180217story.html) and reported that, due to major costs overruns, the City is currently on
track to deliver only about 5,600 of the 10,000 housing units it promised voters in
connection with Prop HHH.
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Thus, the cumulative analysis for the Reese Davidson Community should address the
very probable scenario in which the Reese Davidson Community and other such
projects in Venice – including those listed above – become stranded assets, without
sufficient funds for continued maintenance and operation.
Other Impacts
Other issues that should be exhaustively investigated in the EIR include:
•

Economic impacts of the Reese Davidson Community on Venice residents and
businesses, as well as the City as a whole. As noted above, the Venice Median sits
at the very gateway to Venice Beach and the Venice Boardwalk. The EIR should
examine lost income to local businesses and lost tax revenue to the City, County and
State during construction and after construction is completed, taking in the fact that
the Reese Davidson Community will likely impair beach access on a permanent basis
while also making Venice Beach less attractive to beachgoers, tourists and other
visitors. This economic analysis should also evaluate the impact on home values (as
hidden project costs) and explore the economics of development alternatives in which
the Venice Median site is used to improve beach access while enhancing Venice
Beach as a destination, with some combination of expanded parking, a transportation
terminal, open space, an entertainment venue and and/or a visitor’s center.

•

Impact on Venice’s ability to address chronic parking deficit. Venice has a
chronic parking shortage that adversely affects residents, visitors and local
businesses. Indeed, many small lots in Venice cannot be adapted for economically
productive purposes due to a lack of sufficient parking. As a current parking lot and
one of the largest parcels in Venice, the Venice Median was a central part of the
strategy to address that shortage, but the Reese Davidson Community will make
access to public parking on the Venice Median more difficult without increasing
supply. Moreover, there are no substitutes for the Venice Median in terms of
addressing the lack of parking in Venice.

•

Light, shade and air. Again, the Venice Median sits at the gateway to Venice Beach
and the Venice Boardwalk, in a densely populated residential corridor adjacent to the
historic Venice Canals. Shading of surrounding streets, walkways and structures
should, therefore, be examined closely, as should impacts on air movements, lest
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residents and visitors be deprived of the light and ocean breezes expected in
connection with a beach community experience.
Alternative Uses
The project objectives specified in the EIR should be consistent with those articulated in the
current Venice Community Plan, Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan, and Venice Local
Coastal Program for the project area and should be aimed at achieving the vision outlined in
those existing documents.
Thus, in addition to fully addressing the issues identified above and in the Initial Study as to
the Reese Davidson Community, the EIR should evaluate – on the same dimensions – the
impacts of the Alternative Uses set forth below in connection with the delivery of Permanent
Supportive Housing (“PSH”) and affordable housing through a combination of: (i)
collaborative housing models (such as SHARE); (ii) scattered site housing models (which is
current best practice in supportive housing); (iii) permanent supportive housing and
affordable housing units in new developments in Marina del Rey and along the Lincoln
Boulevard corridor; and / or (iv) properly scaled PSH and affordable developments at one or
more of the following sites:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dockweiler Beach;
West LA Municipal Center (including Parking Lot, LAPD WLA Division, Library,
Amphitheater & Picnic Tables and State Court House);
Manchester Municipal Center (Lincoln Blvd. at Manchester Blvd.);
Daniel Freeman Hospital;
LAPD Ahmanson Recruit Training Center; and
USS Navy Aircraft Enterprise.

Alternative Use #1 – No Change: Preserving the Venice Median’s open space
designation and continuing to use it as a beach-access, ground-level parking lot.
Alternative Use #2 -- Parking / Open Space Structure to Enhance Beach Access,
Support Local Businesses and Serve General Population: A 43,000 SF per floor
parking structure on Venice Blvd median parking lot 731 between Dell Avenue and the
historic bridge at the Grand Canal, limited in height to 25 feet as set forth and approved
as Item 14c at the December 18, 2018 meeting of the Venice Neighborhood Council. (See
approved VNC motion attached hereto.) This alternative should be considered with both
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a conventional ramp configuration and fully automated solution. The estimated capacity
would be 600 standard cars, with an outdoor area to east of structure for over height cars
and ingress and egress from Dell Avenue. The western portion of the structure would be
converted to pedestrian open space to accent the Grand Camel and boat launch area.
Alternative Use #3 -- Residential Structure Consistent with the Venice Community
Plan, the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan and the Criteria Set Forth in
Councilperson Bonin’s April 13, 2016 Council Motion and Public Statements
Regarding Development of the Venice Median: Councilman Bonin stated in 2016 that
the development he was contemplating for the Venice Median would be limited to “90
small units,” with no mention of social enterprise space, retail space, restaurants or other
such amenities. Similarly, the motion he brought on April 13, 2016 for an RFP/Q for the
development of housing on the Venice Median site contemplated a project that “could
house dozens of people and families, could provide significant community benefit, could
be constructed in a manner compatible with the community, and could be built to
maintain or perhaps even increase the amount of available public parking,” while further
moving that “any project” at the site “be consistent with the Venice Coastal Zone
Specific Plan, that it include elements to ensure neighborhood compatibility [and] that it
increase public access to parking.”
Similarly, the July 25, 2016 Request for Qualifications/Proposals for the Venice Median
site expressly states that “[s]trategies do not need to include the entire site” and that
“[d]evelopments must comply with the Venice Specific Plan.”
An alternative use consistent with these parameters should be evaluated as part of the
EIR.
Alternative Use #4 – Other Proposals for the Venice Median Submitted During the
RFP/Q Process: Although the City kept the bidding and selection process secret, we
understand that other proposals were submitted in connection with the RFP/Q process for
the Venice Median that commenced with Councilman Bonin’s April 13, 2016 City
Council motion, including proposals that provide for considerably more open space and
public parking. The proposals should be disclosed to the public and evaluated on the
dimensions set forth above and in the Initial Study as part of the EIR.
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Alternative Use #5 -- Transportation Terminal Leveraging New and Emerging
Transportation Technologies and State-of-the-Art Visitors Center: The EIR should
evaluate an alternative use in which the Venice Median is used for a transportation
terminal leverage new and emerging transportation technologies and a state-of-the-art
visitor’s center that would improve beach access while also enhancing the beach
experience for visitors and residents.
Alternative Use #6 – Park: Recent government studies show that Venice has a
significant deficit with respect to parks and other forms of open space. The EIR should
address an alternative use scenario in which the Venice Median is used as a park.

As noted above, a significant amount of information relating to the Reese Davidson
Community – including the materials submitted by HCHC and VCHC in response to the
RFQ/P, the Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (“ENA”), financial projections and competing
proposals – have improperly been withheld by the developers and the City. We therefore
reserve all rights to submit further comment as to the proper scope of the EIR – and other
aspects of the EIR – as that information becomes available through voluntary disclosure,
court order or otherwise.
Thank you for addressing these issues. We look forward to working with you going forward.
Sincerely,
s/ Christian K. Wrede
Christian K. Wrede
Fight Back, Venice!
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Proposed Visitor and Stakeholder Parking Structure, Venice Median between Paciﬁc Av. and Dell Av.
Red shaded area to construct 25 foot high parking structure.
Assuming conventional lot with ramps (400SF Per) 336 cars not
including rooftop. Assume fully automated enclosed parking
structure (200SF Per) 672 cars. Entrance and Exit on No and
So Venice Blvd.

Blue shaded area for 30 over height cars, enter and exit
on Dell Av. Green shaded area pedestrian open space
to accent boat launch and historic Venice Canal bridge.
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Board of Officers Regular Meeting Minutes
Westminster Elementary School (Auditorium)
1010 Abbot Kinney Blvd, Venice, 90291
Tuesday, December 18, 2018 at 7:00 PM
BOARD MEETINGS: The Venice Neighborhood Council holds its regular meetings on the third Tuesday of the month and may also call any
additional required special meetings in accordance with its Bylaws and the Brown Act. All are welcome to attend.
TRANSLATION Services: Si requiere servicios de traducción, favor de notificar a la oficina 3 días de trabajo (72 horas) antes del evento. Si
necesita asistencia con esta notificación, por favor llame a nuestra oficina 213.473.5391.
PUBLIC ACCESS OF RECORDS: In compliance with Government Code section 54957.5 t he agenda and non-exempt writings that are distributed
to a majority or all of the board members in advance of regular and special meetings may be viewed at Beyond Baroque (681 Venice Blvd), the
Venice Library (501 S. Venice Blvd), and the VNC website (http://www.venicenc.org), or at the scheduled meeting. For a copy of any record related
to an item on the agenda, please contact communications@venicenc.org. You can also receive our agendas via email by subscribing to L.A. City’s
Early Notification System at: w
 ww.lacity.org/your-government/government-information/subscribe-meetings-agendas-and-documents/neighborhood
PUBLIC INPUT AT NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL MEETINGS: The public is requested to fill out a “Speaker Card” to address the Neighborhood
Committee on any agenda item before the Neighborhood Committee takes action on an item. Comments from the public on agenda items will be
heard only when the respective item is being considered. Comments from the public on other matters not appearing on the agenda that are within
the Neighborhood Committee jurisdiction will be heard during the General Public Comment period. Please note that under the Brown Act, the
Neighborhood Committee is prevented from acting on a matter that you bring to its attention during the General Public Comment period; however,
the issue raised by a member of the public may become the subject of a future Neighborhood Committee meeting. Public comment is limited to 1
minute per speaker, unless adjusted by the presiding officer.
POSTING:  In compliance with Government Code section 54957.5, non-exempt writings that are distributed to a majority or all of the board
members in advance of a meeting may be viewed at Beyond Baroque, 681 Venice Blvd; Venice Public Library, 501 S. Venice Blvd; and at our
website by clicking on the following link: www.venicenc.org, or at the scheduled meeting. Y
 ou can also receive our agendas via email by
subscribing to L.A. City’s Early Notification System at
w
 ww.lacity.org/your-government/government-information/subscribe-meetings-agendas-and-documents/neighborhood. In addition, if you would like
a copy of any record related to an item on the agenda, please contact secretary@venicenc.org. RECONSIDERATION AND GRIEVANCE
PROCESS: For information on the VNC’s process for board action reconsideration, stakeholder grievance policy, or any other procedural matters
related to this Council, please consult the VNC Bylaws. The Bylaws are available at our Board meetings and our website www.venicenc.org.
DISABILITY POLICY: THE AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT - As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, the
City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability and, upon request, will provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal
access to its programs, services and activities. Sign language interpreters, assistive listening devices and other auxiliary aids and/or services, may
be provided upon request. To ensure availability of services, please make your request at least 3 business days (72 hours) prior to the meeting you
wish to attend by contacting Melissa Diner, Secretary at (310) 421-8627 or email secretary@venicenc.org. PUBLIC ACCESS OF RECORDS: In
compliance with Government Code section 54957.5, non-exempt writings that are distributed to a majority or all of the Board in advance of a
meeting may be viewed at our website: www.venicenc.org or at the scheduled meeting. In addition, if you would like a copy of any record related to
an item on the agenda, please contact Melissa Diner, Secretary, at(310) 421-8627 or email secretary@venicenc.org.
ALL AGENDA TIMES ARE APPROXIMATE AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE ON THE NIGHT OF THE MEETING.

1.

Call to Order and Roll Call (7:00 PM) In memory of Sarah Dennison

PRESENT: Ira Koslow, George Francisco, Hugh Harrison, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert
Thibodeau, Evan White, Sunny Bak, Alex Neiman , Holly Stenson, James Murez, John Reed, Matt
Royce, (13)
ABSENT: Brad Aarons, Cindy Chambers, Josyln Williams , Ilana Marosi, Michelle Meepos, Colleen Saro, (6)
2.

Pledge Of Allegiance (7:01PM -- 1 minute)

3.

Approval of Outstanding Board minutes (7:02PM – 1 minute)
http://www.venicenc.org/minutes-and-agendas.php
It's YOUR Venice - get involved!
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SB, GF (12, 0, 1)
Unanimous
FAVOR: George Francisco, Hugh Harrison, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Evan
White, Sunny Bak, Alex Neiman , Holly Stenson, James Murez, John Reed, Matt Royce,
OPPOSED
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow
4.

Approval of the Agenda (7:03PM – 1 minute)

Change A, B, C, F, D, E
Item 12A requested to postpone January

GF, JM (12, 0, 1)
Unanimous
FAVOR: George Francisco, Hugh Harrison, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Evan
White, Sunny Bak, Alex Neiman , Holly Stenson, James Murez, John Reed, Matt Royce,
OPPOSED
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow
5.
Declaration of Ex Parte Communications or Conflicts-Of-Interest (7:04PM -- 1 minute)
Michelle Meepos arrives.
All Board members shall declare any ex parte communications or conflicts-of interest relating to items
on this meeting’s agenda.
720 Rose MR
Sunny Bak Lunch with Linda Lucks
Ira Koslow spoke with ppl about 720
6.

Scheduled Announcements and Presentations

6A

Live Stream of Meetings (7:05PM -- 3 minutes)
All VNC Board meetings are streamed live online. Please log onto facebook and share the live
stream on the VNC homepage to promote community participation. Click here to share!
https://www.facebook.com/VeniceNC/

6B

Spanish Translation Available (Esteban Pulido, pulido.esteban@gmail.com)
Spanish Interpretation services and agendas are available with advance notice.
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6C

Public Safety - LAPD & LAFD Report (7:08PM -- 10 minutes): Senior Lead Officers Kristan
Delatori (32914@lapd.lacity.org), SLO Jennifer Muther 36051@lapdonline SLO Adrian Acosta 39174@lapd.online SLO Javier Ramirez - 39174@lapd.online, Venice Beach Task Force - LT
Michael Soliman - 32906@lapd.online. Includes a monthly Venice crime report and updates on law
enforcement issues in Venice.

6D

Government Reports (7:18PM -- 15 minutes) (Representatives have standing place on the agenda,
but are not always available to attend)
City Councilmember Mike Bonin, Field Deputy Taylor Bazley, 310-568-8772
(taylor.bazley@lacity.org)
Congressman Ted Lieu, Representative Janet Turner, 310-496-9896
(janet.turner@mail.house.gov)
State Senator Ben Allen, Representative Olin Wibroe (Olina.wibroe@sen.ca.gov)
State Assemblyperson Autumn Burke, West Los Angeles Field Representative, Brandon Stansell,
(310) 412-6400, (brandon.stansell@asm.ca.gov)
LA County Supervisor Sheila Kuehl Westside Field Deputy Zac Gaidzik (310)231-1170,
zgaidzik@bos.lacounty.gov
Mayor Eric Garcetti, Westside Deputy,
Empower LA Neighborhood Council Advocate, Jasmine Elbarbary, 213-978-1551
(jasmine.elbarbary@lacity.org)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

6E
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

VNC Announcements and Reports (7:33PM -- 5 minutes)
President -Ira Koslow (President@VeniceNC.org)
January Board meeting will take place January 22, 2018 due to the calendar.
Vice President - George Francisco (Vice President@VeniceNC.org) Joslyn Williams Arrives
Westside Regional Alliance of Councils- Ira Koslow, VNC Representative
(Chair@westsidecouncils.org),
Los Angeles Neighborhood Council Coalition (LANCC) Ivan Spiegel
(Parliamentarian@VeniceNC.org)
Election Update - Ivan Spiegel, Election Chair
VNC Representative to DWP: Yolanda Gonzales
Budget Advocates - Hugh Harrison, Treasurer
Outreach - Hollie Stenson

Cindy Chambers arrives
6F
Venice Community Resiliency (7:38PM -- 5 minutes)
(Keith Harrison, Keith.Harrison@venicenc.org, 310 740-6718) (10 minutes)
Report by Chair Keith Harrison on committee actions and plans as well as a presentation by Ms Faye
Cousin City of LA Emergency Management Division on the Ready Your Los Angeles Neighborhood
Program (RYLAN).
Ilana Morosi & Colleen Saro arrive
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7

New Business - Part One (7:43 -- 20 minutes)
[Discussion and possible action]

7A

Selection of 2 Stakeholders to fill vacant Community Officer Seats
MOTION: The Venice NC Board shall select 2 stakeholders from previously submitted applications to
fill 2 vacant Community Officer Board seats. All nominees will be given one minute to introduce
themselves to the Board.
Link to all candidate applications : http://www.venicenc.org/readpost.php?news_id=383
Michael Greco 10 votes
&
Jaime Paige 13 votes

Sworn in
8.
Treasurer’s Report (8:03PM -- 10 minutes) (Hugh Harrison on behalf of Budget & Finance
Committee) (Treasurer@VeniceNC.org)
See attached addendums at h
 ttp://www.venicenc.org/minutes-and-agendas.php 
[Discussion and possible action]
8A

Approval Monthly Expenditure Report
MOTION: The Venice NC approves the Monthly Expenditure Report for October 2018.
Uploaded Documents: D
 ownload 1543974495.pdf
Recommended by Budget and Finance Committee 5-0-0 on 12/04/18

HH, GF (19, 0, 1)
FAVOR George Francisco, Hugh Harrison, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Evan
White, Sunny Bak, Cindy Chambers, Alex Neiman , Josyln Williams , Jaime Paige , Ilana Marosi, Holly
Stenson, Michelle Meepos, James Murez, John Reed, Colleen Saro, Michael Greco , Matt Royce,
OPPOSED
ABSTAIN Ira Koslow
8B

Approval Expenditure to Date Report
MOTION: The Venice NC approves the Expenditure to Date Report for October 2018.
Uploaded Documents: Download 1543974570.pdf
Recommended by Budget and Finance Committee 5-0-0 on 12/04/18

HH, RT (19, 0, 1)
FAVOR: George Francisco, Hugh Harrison, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Evan
White, Sunny Bak, Cindy Chambers, Alex Neiman , Josyln Williams , Jaime Paige , Ilana Marosi, Holly
Stenson, Michelle Meepos, James Murez, John Reed, Colleen Saro, Michael Greco , Matt Royce,
OPPOSED:
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ABSTAIN Ira Koslow
8C

Approval Funding of Stakeholder Survey
MOTION: The Venice NC approves $600 for a stakeholder survey.
Uploaded Documents: D
 ownload 1543974728.pdf
Recommended by Budget and Finance Committee 5-0-0 on 12/04/18

8D

Approval Funding for an Elections Facilitator
MOTION: The Venice NC approves up to $3000 for a personal services contract for an election
facilitator.
Recommended by Budget and Finance Committee 2-1-2 on 12/04/18
Attachment:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ljkiGyOZS1MxaFK6ruv5mvLv5CgCnZSiZW9TDoAX3Cs/edit?u
sp=sharing

HH, RT
(19, 0, 1)
FAVOR: George Francisco, Hugh Harrison, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White,
Sunny Bak, Cindy Chambers, Alex Neiman , Josyln Williams , Jaime Paige , Ilana Marosi, Holly Stenson,
Michelle Meepos, James Murez, John Reed, Colleen Saro, Michael Greco , Matt Royce,
OPPOSED:
ABSTAIN Ira Koslow

8E

Approval Personal Services Contract for Election Facilitator
MOTION: The Venice NC approves a personal services contract with Michael Lynn to perform
services as an Election Facilitator for the Venice NC 2019 election.
Recommended by Budget and Finance Committee 4-0-1 on 12/04/18
Attachment: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o21WqMQNrcwmK7Lk942BGgFBaGlPFGYG

HH, GF (18, 0, 1)
FAVOR: George Francisco, Hugh Harrison, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White,
Sunny Bak, Cindy Chambers , Josyln Williams , Jaime Paige , Ilana Marosi, Holly Stenson, Michelle Meepos,
James Murez, John Reed, Colleen Saro, Michael Greco , Matt Royce,
OPPOSED:
ABSTAIN Ira Koslow
Absent for vote Alex Neiman

9.

Announcements and Public Comment on items not on the Agenda (8:13PM - 10 minutes)
It's YOUR Venice - get involved!
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[No more than 1 minute per person – no Board member announcements permitted]
First Lutheran Church
815 Venice Blvd. Venice, CA 90291
CERT training for free: Jan 8 - Feb 19 2019 6:30-9pm
(waitlist but register anyway)
Fire Station #5
8900 Emerson Ave, Westchester, CA 90045
March 5-April 16th (7 consecutive weeks) 6:30-9pm
(Tenative**)
South Bureau Refresher ( CERT graduates only )
Peck Park Community Center
560 North Western Ave. San Pedro, CA 90732
Saturday, January 19, 2019 7:30AM to 3:00PM (PST)
All training by LAFD is FREE
Register on Eventbrite
10.

General Consent Calendar (8:23PM -- 0 minutes)
[All agenda items on the Consent Calendar will pass when the Consent Calendar is approved. No
discussion or Public Comment is allowed on any item. Items may be removed by any board member
or stakeholder. Removed items will go to the end of the agenda and be treated as regular agenda
items with discussion and public comment.]

11.

LUPC Consent Calendar (8:23PM – 1 minute) (Matthew Royce on behalf of LUPC)
(see project files for more detailed info at http://www.venicenc.org/land-use-committee.php)
[All agenda items on the Consent Calendar will pass when the Consent Calendar is approved. No
discussion or Public Comment is allowed on any item. Items may be removed by any board member
or stakeholder. Removed items will go to the end of the LUPC agenda and be treated as regular
agenda items with discussion and public comment.]

11A.

237 E Linnie Canal
Case: DIR-2018-3915-CDP-SPP-MEL
Applicant:
Christian Salceda
LUPC Staff: Michael Jensen
Representative: Austin Peters
Description: New Single Family Dwelling
MOTION: The VNC Board recommends approval of the project as presented
Recommended by LUPC 8-0-0
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PASSED UNANIMOUS
12.
LUPC  (8:24PM – 30 minutes) (Matthew Royce on behalf of LUPC, Chair-lupc@VeniceNC.org)
12A

2308 Pisani Place (8:24PM -- 15 minutes)
Case: DIR-2015-3883-CDP-SPP-MEL
Applicant:
Steve Meepos
LUPC Staff: Tim Bonefeld
Representative:Breakform Design
Description: DEMOLITION OF 6 LEGAL UNITS (THREE DUPLEXES) AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A THREE-STORY MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURE (6 CONDOMINIUM UNITS)
MOTION: The VNC Board recommends approval of this project if the agreement with the tenants can
be modified to include a long term affordability deed restriction and sliding scale for resale value.
Recommended by LUPC 4-2-1 BS, RD Recused

POSTPONED BY APPLICANT
12B

533-537 Grand Blvd (8:39PM -- 15 minutes)
Case: DIR-2017-3983-CDP-MEL, DIR-2017-3988-CDP-MEL
Applicant:
533 Grand LLC
LUPC Staff: Ramsey Daham
Representative: Brett Engstrom - Engstrom Planning
Description: 2 New Single Family Homes
MOTION: The VNC Board recommends approval of the project as presented
Recommended by LUPC 5-1-1

(16, 0, 4)
FAVOR: George Francisco, Hugh Harrison, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White,
Sunny Bak, Alex Neiman , Josyln Williams , Jaime Paige , Ilana Marosi, Holly Stenson, Michelle Meepos,
James Murez, Michael Greco , Matt Royce,
OPPOSED:
ABSTAIN Ira Koslow, John Reed, Cindy Chambers, Colleen Saro

13.

Old Business  (8:54PM - 15 minutes - 1 hour ) See attached addendums at
http://www.venicenc.org/minutes-and-agendas.php
[Discussion and possible action]

13A

Reconsideration of Item 10C from Nov Board meeting (720 Rose Ave) (Ilana Marosi,
ilana.marosi@venicenc.org) (15 minutes-1 hour)
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MOTION: The VNC Board shall reconsider Item 10c from the November 2018 VNC Board meeting:
720 Rose Ave
Case: CPC-2018-2140-CU-DB-CDP-SPP-MEL
Applicant: Venice Community Housing
LUPC Staff: Tim Bonefeld
Representative: Johnathan Lonner
Description: New mixed-use 35 Unit Permanent Supportive Housing and offices
MOTION: The VNC Board recommends approval of this project if the parking covenant for the Whole
Foods parking lot can be legally validated.
Recommended by LUPC 7-2-0
Approved by the VNC Board 9-4-1 on November 20, 2018
IN FAVOR: Hugh Harrison, Justin Brezhnev, Sunny Bak, Brad Aarons, Cindy Chambers, Alex
Neiman, Ilana Marosi, Holly Stenson, Michelle Meepos,
OPPOSED: George Francisco, Melissa Diner, Evan White, James Murez,
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow
Addendums:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8lM2U0uPEPPRGNKc0I1N0FvaGE4OEFybnR0bkhkdkItMEVJ/view
?usp=sharing
PARLIAMENTARIAN’S NOTE: The process for Reconsideration is as follows:
1. The Motion to Reconsider must be made at the very next meeting.
2. It must be made by a Board member who voted on the prevailing side when the motion was
originally presented. Any Board member may second it.
3. There must have been no previous action taken (such as sending a letter).
4. The Motion to Reconsider requires a ⅔ vote of the members present and voting to be approved.
5. If the reconsideration is approved, the original motion will be immediately placed on the agenda
and taken up by the Board. It will become like any other Main Motion and action can be taken by a
majority vote of the Board.
6. If voted by Board to reconsider, applicant’s representative will be given 15 minutes to speak
JR Recusal
Reconsideration Motion only
IM, GF (11, 7, 1)
MOTION FAILS
FAVOR: George Francisco, Melissa Diner, Robert Thibodeau, Alex Neiman , Jamie Paige , Ilana
Marosi, Holly Stenson, Michelle Meepos, James Murez, Michael Greco, Matt Royce,
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14.

14A

OPPOSED: Hugh Harrison, Justin Brezhnev, Evan White, Sunny Bak, Cindy Chambers, Josyln
Williams , Colleen Saro,
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow,
Michelle Meepos Leaves
New Business - Part Two (9:54PM – 2 hours)
[Discussion and possible action]
Traffic Officer Requested at intersection of Rose and Pacific (James Murez on behalf of the Parking
and Transportation Committee)  (James Murez on behalf of the Parking and Transportation
Committee) ( j ames.murez@venicenc.org)( 20 minutes)
MOTION: Whereas: motorists regularly exceed the speed limit on Pacific Ave and frequently do not
yield for the red light at the intersection of Rose and Pacific
The VNC requests that LAPD provide a traffic officer at or near the intersection of Rose Ave. and
Pacific Ave. between the hours of 10:00 and 16:00 to enforce traffic laws.
Recommended by Parking and Transportation Committee 3-0-0 on 12-3-2018
JM, GF (11, 2, 4)
FAVOR: George Francisco, Melissa Diner, Evan White, Cindy Chambers, Josyln Williams , Ilana Marosi,
Holly Stenson, James Murez, John Reed, Colleen Saro, Matt Royce
OPPOSED: Hugh Harrison, Alex Neiman
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Sunny Bak,

14B

Widen the street width of Pacific Ave between North and South Venice Blvd.  ( James Murez on
behalf of the Parking and Transportation Committee)
( james.murez@venicenc.org) ( 20
minutes)
MOTION: Whereas: Traffic on North Venice Blvd (west bound) on holidays and throughout the
summer months backs up as far east as Abbot Kinney and W
Whereas; during congestion times Venice Blvd contributes to grid lock at Pacific Ave., and
Whereas: electronic traffic signage could restrict traffic once beach lots at the end of Venice Blvd fill
up to divert cars to utilize the U-turn, and
Whereas Venice Blvd south (east bound) does not typically have any congestion problems during
holiday or summer peak periods. See attached drawings
Therefore the VNC Board shall send a letter to LADOT recommending the widening of the street width
of Pacific Ave between North and South Venice Blvd. for the purpose of creating a dedicated U-turn
lane.
Recommended by Parking and Transportation Committee 3-0-0 on 12-3-2018
Uploaded Documents: D
 ownload 1543942039.png
JM, GF (15, 3, 1)
FAVOR: George Francisco, Melissa Diner, Justin Brezhnev, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White, Sunny Bak, Alex
Neiman , Josyln Williams , Jamie Paige , Ilana Marosi, Holly Stenson, James Murez, John Reed, Michael
Greco, Matt Royce,
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OPPOSED: Hugh Harrison, Cindy Chambers, Colleen Saro,
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow

14C

Colleen Saro Leaves
Proposal to construct a parking structure on the Venice Blvd median (James Murez on behalf of the
Parking and Transportation Committee)  (James Murez on behalf of the Parking and Transportation
Committee) ( j ames.murez@venicenc.org) ( 20 minutes)
MOTION: The VNC Board shall send a letter to LADOT recommending a proposal to construct a
43,000 SF per floor parking structure on Venice Blvd median parking lot 731 between Dell Av. and
historic bridge at the Grand Canal. (see drawing) The proposed structure would be limited in height to
25 feet. The City should consider both a conventional ramp configuration and fully automated
solution. Estimated capacity 600 standard cars. Outdoor area to east of structure for over height cars
and ingress and egress from Dell. West of structure converted to pedestrian open space to accent the
Grand Camel and boat launch area.
Uploaded Documents: D
 ownload 1543958773.pdf
Recommended by Parking and Transportation Committee 3-0-0 on 12-3-2018
JM, GF
HH, CC to postpone
JM, GF (10, 4, 4)
FAVOR: George Francisco, Melissa Diner, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White, Jamie Paige , Holly Stenson,
James Murez, John Reed, Michael Greco, Matt Royce
OPPOSED: Hugh Harrison, Cindy Chambers, Josyln Williams , Colleen Saro,
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow, Justin Brezhnev, Sunny Bak, Alex Neiman ,
14D Parking requirement for MTA Bus Yard (James Murez on behalf of the Parking and
Transportation Committee) (j ames.murez@venicenc.org) ( 20 minutes)
MOTION: Whereas the City is conducting an on street and off street inventory of all parking as part of
the updated Land Use Plan (LUP) and Community plan, and
Whereas the City has identified a shortage of parking due to historic buildings that were constructed
prior to LAMC having a parking requirement; and
Whereas additional parking under this request shall be considered in addition to all LUP required
spaces including BIZ parking requirements, and
Whereas parking lot rates shall not exceed County beach daily or monthly rates, and
Whereas said lot shall be subterranean.
The VNC shall send a letter to the LA Department of Planning and the California Coastal Commission
recommending that any permanent development at the MTA Bus Yard (100 Sunset Av.) be
conditioned to provide a public parking lot with a minimum stall count to offset the defense of
parking as defined in the LA City parking inventory for North Venice and Oakwood subareas of the
LUP.
Recommended by Parking and Transportation Committee 3-0-0 on 12-3-2018
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JM, JR ( 15, 2, 1)
FAVOR:George Francisco, Hugh Harrsion, Melissa Diner, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White, Jamie Paige ,
Holly Stenson, James Murez, John Reed, Michael Greco, Matt Royce, Justin Brezhnev, Sunny Bak,
Alex Neiman , Ilana Morosi
AGAINST : Joslyn Williams, Cindy Chambers
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow,

14E

Affordable Housing Parking Standards (James Murez on behalf of the Parking and Transportation
Committee) ( j ames.murez@venicenc.org) ( 20 minutes)
MOTION: Whereas Venice suffers from a lack of visitor serving public parking; and
Whereas the City has documented many people are living in their vehicles on the streets of Venice;
and
Whereas the LA Homeless Services Authority (LAHSA) has documented the people living on the
streets in their vehicles qualify for affordable housing assistance, and
Whereas affordable housing residents living in a beach community such as Venice have visitors that
need parking
Therefore the VNC Board shall send a letter to LA City Planning, LAHSA and the California Coastal
Commission recommending the requirement that all affordable housing projects be held to the
existing parking standards as described in the City prepared, State Coastal Commission Certified,
Land Use Plan.
Recommended by Parking and Transportation Committee 3-0-0 on 12-3-2018

JM, GF (14, 3, 1)
FAVOR: George Francisco, Melissa Diner, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White, Jamie Paige , Holly Stenson, James
Murez, John Reed, Michael Greco, Matt Royce, Justin Brezhnev, Sunny Bak, Alex Neiman , Ilana Marosi
AGAINST: Cindy Chambers, Josyln Williams, Hugh Harrison
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow
14F

Traffic Lights at Pacific at Venice Blvd and Pacific Avenue ( James Murez on behalf of the Parking
and Transportation Committee) ( j ames.murez@venicenc.org) ( 20 minutes)
MOTION: VNC to request LADOT reconfigure existing traffic light timing at the intersections on No
and So Venice Blvd and Pacific Ave to allow six way pedestrian crossing w
 ith turning green arrows
(AKA scramble) and paint the street with diagonal crossing lines. Examples available on request
Recommended by Parking and Transportation Committee 3-0-0 on 12-3-2018
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JM, GF (17, 0, 1)
Amendment
Unanimous
FAVOR:George Francisco, Melissa Diner, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White, Jamie Paige , Holly Stenson,
James Murez, John Reed, Michael Greco, Matt Royce, Justin Brezhnev, Sunny Bak, Alex Neiman ,
Ilana Marosi, C
 indy Chambers, Josyln Williams, Hugh Harrison
AGAINST:
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow
HS, EW (17, 0, 1)
add “with turning green arrows”
Unanimous
FAVOR:George Francisco, Melissa Diner, Robert Thibodeau, Evan White, Jamie Paige , Holly Stenson,
James Murez, John Reed, Michael Greco, Matt Royce, Justin Brezhnev, Sunny Bak, Alex Neiman ,
Ilana Marosi, C
 indy Chambers, Josyln Williams, Hugh Harrison
AGAINST:
ABSTAIN: Ira Koslow
15.

Board Member Comments on subject matters within the VNC jurisdiction (11:54PM - 5
minutes)

16.

Adjourn (approx. 11:59 PM)
List of Venice Neighborhood Council Committees & Chairs – Volunteers Welcome
Standing Committees
Administrative - Ira Koslow
Neighborhood - George Francisco
Outreach - Hollie Stenson
Land Use and Planning - Matthew Royce
Budget & Finance - Hugh Harrison
Rules & Selections - John Reed
Arts - Sunny Bak
Ocean Front Walk - Colleen Saro

Ad Hoc Committees
Discussion Forum - Joe Murphy
Education - Justin Brezhnev
2019 Election - Ivan Spiegel

 Parking & Transportation - James Murez

RECONSIDERATION AND GRIEVANCE PROCESS: For information on the VNC’s process for board action reconsideration, stakeholder grievance
policy, or any other procedural matters related to this Council, please consult the VNC Bylaws. The Bylaws are available at our Board meetings and
our website www.venicenc.org.
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